
Gold Mysteries & Satan’s Little Season
by Edgar D. Trollip

Gold was a pretty big subject at school. Historically speaking, the excavations thereof had a signi�cant
impact on the formation of Southern Africa and the psyche of the people. I even remember school
outings to Gold Reef City where a gold expert would tell you the history of gold and have some gold
bars on display. This was really quite an experience even though I feel I was too young to really
appreciate what was happening. It was not every day you see a gold bar, you know.

Even though gold deposits have been deteriorating over the years of mining it is still one of South
Africa’s largest exports. I really love history and more speci�cally South African history. As I went over
the facts I could not help but compare the gold rushes to the timeframe of the potential release
of HaSatan. I was not prepared for what I was about to �nd. This probably has to be one of the
weirdest investigations I have done thus far.





The human obsession with gold is uncanny. The love of money is the root of all evil, right? Did people
not read their Bibles at some stage? Or wait, people are still not reading their Bibles. Bro, you need to
get with the Holy Writ. Ophir and Solomon’s temple are two glaring witnesses to the fact that gold was
not scarce during the period it was penned. It also attests to the fact that the tech was always
available to mine gold, even from 600 BC. Yes, gold was still valued. We read the following:

And she (the queen of Sheba) gave to Solomon a hundred and twenty talents of gold, and very
many spices, and precious stones: there had not come any other spices so abundant as those which the queen

of Saba gave to king Solomon.
1 Kings 10:10 (NKJV)

I wonder what that amounts to in real terms today? Oh, here it is. According to Google 120 talents of
gold today would be equivalent to $292,915,190. But wait, there’s more.

And the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was six hundred and sixty-six
talents of gold. Besides the tributes of them that were subjects, both merchants and all the kings of the
country beyond the river, and of the princess of the land. And Solomon made three hundred spears of

beaten gold: three hundred shekels of gold were upon one spear. And three hundred shields of beaten gold:
and three pounds of gold were in one shield: and the king put them in the house of the forest of Lebanon.
And the king made a great ivory throne, and gilded it with pure gold. The throne had six steps, and

calves in bold relief to the throne behind it, and side-pieces on either hand of the place of the seat, and two
lions standing by the side-pieces, and twelve lions standing there on the six steps on either side: it was not so
done in any other kingdom. And all the vessels made by Solomon were of gold, and the lavers were golden,
and all the vessels of the house of the forest of Lebanon were of pure gold; there was no silver, for it was not

accounted of in the days of Solomon. For Solomon had a ship of Tharsis in the sea with the ships of
Chiram: one ship came to the king every three years out of Tharsis, laden with gold and silver, and

wrought stones, and hewn stones.
1 Kings 10:14-22 (LXX)

If you are an economics bu�, 666 talents of gold equals $1,595,087,838 in real terms. Did you catch
the triple 6 reference though? Was gold corrupted and seen as the mark of the beast? I will leave that
investigation to you. A fair case can be made that the money would become corrupt when the age of
anti-Christ comes to fruition. That is another conversation for another time. Gold was so abundant



during Solomon's reign, silver was seen as a common thing. Almost like a penny laying in the parking
lot. It was hardly worth the e�ort to pick it up. It seems it was like that with silver.

What happened to all that gold? It is hard to tell after being chaperoned o� to Babylon. It probably
somehow ended up in the queen’s secret treasury. The royals do claim their royal lineage descent from
David you know. Hilarious. Now keep in mind it doesn't really matter in whose possession the gold is.
It all belongs to El Elyon (The Most High).

For thus saith the Lord Almighty; Yet once I will shake the heaven, and the earth, and the sea, and the dry;
and I will shake all nations, and the choice of all the nations shall come: and I will fill this house with
glory, saith the Lord Almighty.Mine is the silver, and mine the gold, saith the Lord Almighty.

Haggai 2:7-9 (LXX)

Anyways, my focus will be mainly on the period of the gold rushes.
Here, in sunny South Africa, we had our own gold rushes. What
does surprise me is the speci�c period gold rushes were drawing
huge prospector numbers. Nearly half of the world’s total mined
gold came from the Witwatersrand. I grew up in Joburg, so it
happened to be in my valley. Before we get stuck in the trenches of
the Gold Rushes have you ever given much thought on how gold is
formed? I haven’t. Except for odd historical accounts of people
through alchemical methods trying to ‘make’ gold not much was
taught on school level on how gold was formed. So, I did the
most scienti�c search possible at my disposal and reverted to the
interweb.

How is gold formed?

I was very ill prepared for what I was about to �nd. I was wondering why gold is so scarce, or is it?
There has to be a special and rare process or occurrence that forms such a highly valued substance.
Except for that, how did all the gold get stuck in the dirt of the earth in the �rst place? Science does
have the weirdest explanation by far. Let’s allow them to speak for themselves. Try to keep a straight
face. Here goes. According to thoughtco.com:



While nuclear fusion within the Sun makes many elements, the Sun cannot synthesize gold. The
considerable energy required to make gold only occurs when stars explode in a supernova or when

neutron stars collide. Under these extreme conditions, heavy elements form via the rapid
neutron-capture process or r-process.

All of the gold found on Earth came from the debris of dead stars. As the Earth formed, heavy
elements such as iron and gold sank toward the planet's core. If no other event had occurred, there would be
no gold in the Earth's crust. But, around 4 billion years ago, Earth was bombarded by asteroid impacts.
These impacts stirred the deeper layers of the planet and forced some gold into the mantle and crust.

Even the gold experts con�rm that gold comes from “outer space” and supernovas. For instance
sbcgold.com says:

By studying ancient rock samples with high-precision instruments, scientists have found evidence that
accessible gold, or the gold that is technologically and economically feasible to reach on the
surface of the planet, arrived via asteroids when the earth was still fairly young.

…Scientists say gold is actually ten times more common in the planet’s crust than they would expect it to be
if it came here when the earth was still forming and molten hot. This lends credence to their conclusion
that gold must have arrived on earth later, and it is likely that asteroids carried it here. It is fair to

conclude that gold comes from outer space.

Thank you science! Gold comes from “space” according to science. Science seems to be more esoteric
than I initially thought. This could be corrected on many levels, especially biblically speaking. What
about the asteroids slamming into earth? I know if you subscribe to biblical cosmology that would be a
di�cult pill to swallow. However, if you substitute the word “asteroids” with “watchers” or
“fallen angels” it does make sense.

The asteroid shower millions of billions of moons ago is hilarious. And how is science proving that? I
would really love to know. Better yet, many other resources provide a similar explanation. So there you
have it. Did we trade dinos for gold with the asteroid shower? I don’t know. So this is what we have so
far: when stars explode or collide the energy upon impact creates debris that land upon the earth.
According to science this is. The debris that lands on earth contains gold. We do not believe that
stars are suns or �oating gas balls. We believe in the Word of the Most High. Stars are heavenly
beings or even spirits if you will. We that in mind let’s consider the Genesis 6 watcher incursion:

https://www.thoughtco.com/definition-of-fusion-604474
https://www.thoughtco.com/supernovae-deaths-of-massive-stars-3073301
https://www.thoughtco.com/neutron-stars-and-pulsars-3073595
https://www.sbcgold.com/blog/how-is-gold-formed-and-where-does-it-come-from/


…the sons of God having seen the daughters of
men that they were beautiful, took to themselves

wives of all whom they chose.
And the Lord God said, My Spirit shall certainly
not remain among these men for ever, because they
are flesh, but their days shall be an hundred and

twenty years.

Now the giants were upon the earth in those days;
and after that when the sons of God were wont to
go in to the daughters of men, they bore to them,
those were the giants of old, the men of renown.

Genesis 6:2-4 (LXX)

And it came to pass when the children of men had
multiplied that in those days were born unto them
beautiful and comely daughters.And the angels,
the children of the heaven, saw and lusted

after them, and said to one another: 'Come, let us
choose us wives from among the children of men

and beget us children.'

And Semjâzâ, who was their leader, said unto
them: 'I fear ye will not indeed agree to do this

deed, and I alone shall have to pay the penalty of a
great sin.' And they all answered

him and said: 'Let us all swear an oath, and all
bind ourselves by mutual imprecations not to
abandon this plan but to do this thing.'Then

sware they all together and bound
themselves by mutual imprecations upon it.

And they were in all two hundred; who
descended ⌈in the days⌉ of Jared on the summit of

Mount Hermon, and they called it Mount
Hermon, because they had sworn and bound
themselves by mutual imprecations upon it.

Enoch 6

We do see celestial beings at war in the scripture every now and then and I think that it might very well
be that reoccurring. Two examples that come to mind are the war in heaven described in
Revelation 12 or the Nurumberg aerial phenomenon in 1561. The former we even verify and
measure from various sources. What the science is telling is about the Star Wars though, literal stars at
war almost, I am not sure how that would be veri�ed. Unless you can send someone back in time
billions of years and billions of galaxies away. Godspeed my friend.

Could the impact of fallen angels landing on the earth have created a seismic event that burst
with energy on a neutron level that gold could have been formed as a product? Possibly. I am
not sure if watchers come in with smooth landings or crash into the crust of the earth like meteors.
Maybe a combination depending on how they were dispatched in the �rst place.

Or could the battle have preceded Tohu wa bohu. An epic battle of the hosts could have ensued
pre-Genesis 1:2. What if their impact and collision energy creates the gold deposits? Just



remember the stars, asteroids or dying stars are referring to the angelic entities in my view. Then you
are landing on the right track also. In the Nuremberg illustration it does seem like some of the balls
or entities crash to the earth and create CO2 emissions that should grab Greta Thunberg’s
attention.

Did you notice the sun is out during the depictions of Star Wars: Nuremberg-episode. We will later
make some connections, just remind me. However, thoughtco.com does go on to explain two other
methods that gold can be formed or brought to the surface. Earthquakes and alchemy:

Earthquakes play an important role, as a shifting fault rapidly decompresses mineral-rich
water. When the water vaporizes, veins of quartz and gold deposit onto rock surfaces. A

similar process occurs within volcanoes.

Japanese physicist Hantaro Nagaoka first synthesized gold by bombarding mercury with neutrons in
1924.While transmuting mercury into gold is easiest, gold can be made from other elements—even lead!
Soviet scientists accidentally turned the lead shielding of a nuclear reactor into gold in 1972

and Glenn Seabord transmuted a trace of gold from lead in 1980.

Did you catch the importance of earthquakes? That could be a tie into the mud �oods and the
following gold rush(es) we see in the 1800’s. More of that a bit later.Except for the hilarious luminous
gas ball collisions in space idea and the crashing stars debris landing on earth, the thoughtco.com-
explanation led me to the following alternative gold origin options:

● It was created and the gold we have has always been here,
● The blood of gigantic dead creatures turning to gold,



● Destruction of the cities of gold or
● Alchemy or supernatural powers/neutron devices that are able to change elements.

Gold Created In The Beginning

So we already covered the possibility of angelic being landing or crashing or smashing into the earth,
like your standard asteroid. But even before that, depending on how your timeline is laid out, Yahuah
placed gold and precious stones within the land:

And a river proceeds out of Edem to water the garden, thence it divides itself into four heads.
The name of the one, Phisom, this it is which encircles the whole land of Evilat (Havilah), where there is

gold. And the gold of that land is good, there also is carbuncle and emerald.
Genesis 2:10-12 (LXX)

Seems like this was some �ne gold and to top it o�, some carbuncle and emerald. Emerald and
carbuncle can both be found in the High Priest’s and the HaSatan breastplate of Ezekiel 28.

For Jerusalem shall be built up with sapphires and emeralds, and precious stone: thy walls and
towers and battlements with pure gold.

And the streets of Jerusalem shall be paved with beryl and carbuncle and stones of Ophir.
Tobit 13:16-17

Tobit’s account lines up neatly with John the revelator and Isaiah the prophet. It almost makes me
wonder if all the furnishings in the tabernacle were covered in gold, if some places on the earth were
initially covered in gold. This is pure speculation on my part but a hunch I think worth considering.
We see new Jerusalem paved with gold and precious stones. Paved seems like it should be on the surface.
New Jerusalem seems like the original City of Gold complete with precious stones for decoration.
More on that shortly. There are surely some more connections to be made here but I do not want to
divert our current discussion.

Other ancient sources like the Kolbrin concur with the Genesis-account even though it does point out
that the gold was hidden in the earth:



There were great land masses and high mountains, wide barren places and heaving waters. Fertile
greenness covered the land and abundant life swarmed in the seas, for now Earth throbbed with the energy

of life.

Metals lay hidden in her rocks and precious stones within the soil. Gold and silver were
scattered and secreted. There was copper for tools and forest of timber. There were swamps of reeds and

stone for every purpose. Everything was prepared, everything was ready, and now Earth awaited the
coming of man.

Kolbrin: Book of Creation 1

Yes, that is probably the best and the most common explanation: gold was formed at the point of
creation. I am still wondering how is it then that gold rushes happened mainly in a single century?
How is gold prevalent and almost common like in Solomon’s reign and less common other times. Yes,
most of it could have been made during the creation account. I agree, but the creation account does
not explain the gold rushes of the 1800’s or the exorbitant extraction of gold during certain short
periods, like the reign of Solomon. I think there is a more spiritual or supernatural explanation
pertaining to it. That is why we need to go deeper down the mineshaft.

Destruction of the Cities of Gold

This will not be an origin story but possibly a redistribution of the gold explanation. I will try not to
unpack the cities extensively otherwise that would completely detour our current expedition. I did feel
it was worth a mention especially if there is a chance that they have been destroyed or defaced in past
reset events or stripped by some of our controllers. Just keep in mind I do think most of the golden
decked cities of the past have been destroyed or defaced.

And their silver and their gold shall in nowise be able to rescue them in the day of the Lord's
wrath; but the whole land shall be devoured by the fire of his jealously; for he will bring a speedy

destruction on all them that inhabit the land.
Zephaniah 1:18 (LXX)

If you have ever watched the Dreamworks
production of the Road to El Dorado, the
city of gold seems almost similar to new
Jerusalem especially if you are going with



the idea that new Jerusalem could be a pyramid instead of a cube shape. You can even see some rivers
and trees as a version of the river of life and the trees of life that grow beside the river. It does seem
obvious to me the idea of New Jerusalem was what they were going for. As I studied it out I found
many “experts” disagree on the city of gold. Scholars have pointed to the possibility that El Dorado was
never a golden city, it was a person. “El” can mean man but we know that in Hebrew it means god and
“dorado” means gold. So that would mean the man or god of gold.

According to www.grunge.com:

Prior to the 15th century, when theMuisca chose a new leader, they would first require that they
seclude themselves in a cave. The ruler was to abstain from the company of women, salted food, and even

daylight to cleanse himself.

Then, the new ruler emerged from the cave and went straight to Lake Guatavita. There, he would disrobe
and attendants would cover his body with gold dust. They would then take a raft loaded with
golden offerings out into the middle of the lake. As a crowd watched, the golden man would fling the

offerings into the lake, cementing his place as the people's new leader.

The Spanish called the gold-covered ruler "El Dorado," sparking centuries of myth and speculation.
Many began to wonder just where theMuisca got all their gold, suggesting that a people who would fling

it into a lake must have more hidden elsewhere.

Hands up if this also reminded you of the WWF-wrestler Goldust. What an odd
ritual. I am sure some of the locals went snorkeling for some gold the next day.
Chuck some treasure overboard and you can be the new chief in charge. Sounds about
right for what most world leaders are doing. Maybe the Muisca wrote the playbook
on how to govern nations. Maybe this is where world leaders are taking their
wasteful expenditure hints from. I don’t know. All I know is it would be very
di�cult for me to take my ruler seriously if he happened to look like
Goldust. Back to cities of gold.

There is said to be seven cities of gold:
1. Cibola,
2. Quivira,
3. Gran Quivira,

https://www.grunge.com/244143/the-legend-of-the-mythical-city-of-gold-explained/


4. Totonteac,
5. Tiguex,
6. Aixa and
7. Awatovi or Hakitzu.

The Spanish conquistadors’ lust for gold drove them to the wildest of places. During the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, dozens of expeditions embarked to seek out the Seven Cities of Gold. All of
which accomplished diddly squat. Obviously, that is what we are told.

The older depictions of these buildings (ruins today) were quite yellow or even gold. Now it could be
the color of the stones were more sandy at the time giving a gold tone or perhaps these cities were
overlaid with gold. Your guess is as good as mine. It does not compare with the current dark brown
pale color and green herbage overgrowth. It seems the gold has been stripped o�. And obviously
the controllers will tell us these cities were never found and all of the explorers were mistaken and the
legends were hogwash. Probably the exact story you would tell if you never wanted people to question
where the gold went.

For example, take the story of the conquistador Francisco Vásquez de Coronado. He disembarked in
the Americas, expecting to be dazzled by glorious buildings made of gold and bedecked in jewels,
however all he found were mudbrick villages. Basically his expectation was a type of New Jerusalem.
Isn’t that interesting? One of the locals explained to him there was a city of great wealth on the
other side of the Great Plains, called Quivira. Quivira means great or beautiful if you were
wondering. Again the conquistador after managing quite the entourage and practically unlimited
supplies, ended up with nothing to show for it.



There are a number of stories similar to this. Many will tell us that this is referring to a place once
found in New Mexico, however I think these “Great
Plains” the locals mentioned would rather refer to
something beyond Antarctica. It also seems possible that
some people were seeing some re�ections of Heavenly
Jerusalem in those parts. Or maybe The Rainbow City
written by Malcolm X and Admiral Byrd’s account of land
masses and people beyond the southern poles were what
he was referring to. We do not have time for that now, please
give Noel’s book and paper on the Hidden Wilderness a

good read. Could they have seen a re�ection of New

Jerusalem?

Alchemy Or Supernatural Powers That
Change Elements To Gold

For some, the idea of changing other elements to gold may
sound �ctional. However I do believe that we have so many
historical accounts of individuals dedicated to the
process of doing just that. Before we get to the alchemical
stories let's start with the more supernatural and possibly �ctional stories. When we do go over the
�ctional accounts keep this quote from Tolkien in mind:

“After all, I believe that legends and myths are largely made of 'truth', and indeed present aspects of
it that can only be received in this mode; and long ago certain truths and modes of this kind were

discovered and must always reappear.”
J.R.R. Tolkien, The Letters of J.R.R. Tolkien

One of the more famous cautionary tales include King Midas. King Midas was a ruler of the country of
Phrygia in Asia Minor and he was granted the ability to turn any material to gold. It was all fun and
games until he turned his daughter into gold. Some variants of the
story ends with King Midas bathing in a river and it causes the curse
to lift. Midas was freed and the gold powers came to an end and
gold was embedded in the river bed.



Another age-old story is the one of Lokus. The story of Lokus overlaps with many other similar gods
and combines elements of magic, healing, and ancient wisdom. Among many other ‘powers’ Lokus
could change stones to gold:

So Lokus stood before them and lo, before their eyes he changed stones into gold, and a dog into an ass.
He drew wine and milk from an empty pitcher and caused a rod to become a snake.

Kolbrin: Book on the Son of Fire 7

You can �nd a mixture here of biblical miracles as well one that is not mentioned in the Bible - turning
stones to gold. Even in the time of Yahusha we can �nd sources of people occupying themselves with
making gold with magical abilities like Simon Magnus or more commonly known as Simon the
sorcerer. In the following exert Simon Magus is bragging about all his magical abilities:

I can give the breath of life to images so that those who see them shall think that they are
human beings. I can create new plants with life so that they bring forth shoots from the earth that shall
blossom in an hour. And if I will throw myself into the fire, I am not burned. I can transformmyself and
appear to have the faces of two different persons. I can become a sheep and appear as a goat. I can give a

beard to an infant. I can fly through the air. I can exhibit gold, make kings, and I can stupefy them and
be worshiped. I can be deemed worthy of praises by every person so that they will make an image of me in

order to serve and worship me as if a god. And whatever is sought out of the many things that I say,
whatever I wish I am able to do…

The Clementine Recognitions 2:9

I hope you survived Simon’s bragging spree. I cut the quote in half just so you know. There was a
whole lot more bragging preceding our starting point. I have to admit it is di�cult to listen to someone
blowing their own horn like this. It does seem that was a common practice among the sorcerers or cult
leaders - turning other materials to gold. We see this practice being more scienti�c with what we today
know as alchemy. I am not sure where the overlapping or the superseding of the natural and the
supernatural takes place. It is suspicious that during the middle ages the alchemists were more often
than not involved in sorcery. In Gold: An Historical Introduction, the author Fathi Habashi has the
following to say on the subject of alchemy:

To themedieval alchemists, gold has been regarded as a metal of perfection. They identified it with the
sun by virtue of its bright yellow color, and it was given the symbol of a circle with a dot in the center. Gold



was so precious that from earliest times man has left no stone unturned in searching for it in nature. It is
not surprising, therefore, that humans should have sought to convert other metals into gold.

The agent for transmuting base metals into gold was known as the philosopher’s stone. In
addition to its transmutatory power, the stone was believed to have the properties of a universal

medicine for longevity and immortality. The attempts to transmute base metals into gold and to
prolong life indefinitely contributed much to modern chemistry in the form of new chemical substances
and laboratory techniques. Alchemical principles have also found their way into modern psychological

ideas, notably by the Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung (1875-1961).

A very common symbol for alchemy was
the green lion chowing down on the sun.
In texts such as the Rosary of the
Philosophers you can �nd the green lion and
the sun .There are many di�erent avenues
we can take with the green lion and the sun
however, I would just like you to follow the
blood that goes into the ground. The blood
will become important for a later
discussion.

Habasi goes on to explain:

Ancient Egypt is considered the birthplace of alchemy. Zosimos (ca. 350-420), who taught in Alexandria,
is the earliest writer known to have practiced alchemy. Because of their lack of knowledge of the

composition of common substances some alchemists viewed many ordinary chemical reactions as
transmutations. For example, the deposition of copper on iron metal placed in a solution of blue vitriol

(copper sulfate), a reaction known since Roman times, was assumed by some to be a transmutation of iron
into copper until the late Renaissance…

Through the centuries, gold-making has been alternately encouraged and banned by monarchs
and the Church. For example, Diocletian, Emperor of Rome from 284 to 313, fearing that the

Egyptians (Egypt was then under the domination of the Roman Empire) might become powerful through
their knowledge of alchemy, ordered in AD 296 that all books and manuscripts “which treated the art



of making gold and silver” to be burned. Consequently, only very few Egyptian alchemical works have
been preserved. During medieval times, European kings and princes supported alchemists

at their courts, hoping to acquire wealth through their work.

No one can serve two masters, right? The kings and royals all had their alchemists in their courts. I
know we are told alchemy was mostly unsuccessful but I am not so sure about that. I do understand
that is what the puppet masters would have us believe. It would explain how some rulers obtained
their wealth almost overnight. Our reserve banks are NOT far o� from alchemists. They even went one
step further printing money out of thin air. I am not sure if that is better or worse than the alchemists
of old. What I do know is that reckless money printing practices devalue the monetary value of �at
currency. It is just a question of time before it becomes worthless.

Except for the ancient alchemical arts and supernatural powers able to turn any matter to gold, there is
another similar possibility: particle accelerators. According to researchers at the Weizmann Institute
of Science:

…technological developments and invention of particle accelerators have given humanity the
ability to conduct artificial transmutation for the first time. By accelerating a neutron beam to a
speed close to that of light and projecting it on a metal sheet, protons can be torn out of metal atoms and
turned into atoms of other elements. The age-old vision of alchemists was revived in the 1940s, when
researchers used this method to make gold atoms from mercury, whose atoms have one more

proton than those of gold. Similarly, in 1980, other researchers made gold from bismuth, which has
four more protons than gold.

However, this success was mostly theoretical, because the amount of gold created in these experiments was
small. Furthermore, the gold created was mostly radioactive, so it was dangerous to humans. A gold atom
has 79 protons, but also 118 neutrons that stabilize its nucleus. The gold atoms created in the particle



accelerator had a surplus of neutrons, which decayed radioactively over a few days, turning the atoms into
different elements.

There’s also the question of cost: Using a particle accelerator in the 1980s cost
Frederick Soddy, a well-known English radiochemist in the early 20th century, estimated that artificial

production of gold would not be practical: “If man ever achieved this further control over
Nature, it is quite certain that the last thing he would want to do would be to turn lead or
mercury into gold – for the sake of gold.” In other words, transmutation into gold is a process that

is not worth the investment, and with the existing technologies today does not provide a return on
investment. Meanwhile, let us manage with the resources nature offers, at least until future technologies

will allow otherwise.

Is it really not worth the investment though? Isn’t it funny how the university says, “If man ever
achieved this further control over Nature, it is quite certain that the last thing he would want to do
would be to turn lead or mercury into gold.” Really? The last thing? Talk about overcompensating.
Well, apparently CERN did not get the memo regarding the extravagant expenses regarding a
particle accelerator and built one anyway. Could that be what they are doing at CERN? Are they
creating gold from cheaper metals? Could be one of the things they are up to. I am not saying CERN
was set up to create gold as the main objective but while you are at it trying to open portals or the
abyss to Abaddon why not create some gold as a side hustle. It might be the byproduct of the
normal run-of-mill activities at CERN, you never know.

Blood of Gigantic (Dead) Creatures Turn to Gold

You do remember the green lion’s blood pouring to the ground in the previous paragraphs, don’t you?
I think there is something more to it. I know the symbolism experts have their own interpretations of
the green lion trying to consume the sun trying to explain the alchemical relations. However I am
thinking that the sun and the lion are merely expressions of the process that leads to the blood that
leads to the blood in the ground. I cannot 100% back this theory but I do �nd it interesting that the
Torah tells on many occasions that blood needs go back into the ground, for instance:

I am not saying wherever blood �owed into the ground you will �nd gold. However I do think it might
be part of revitalizing the ground. Blood contains many nutrients that are useful for the ground to be
remineralized. That is why blood meal (maily cow’s blood) is used for fertilization of soil. Which brings



me to my next point. What would happen if we have mass quantities of blood in the soil in the same
vicinity? Well, according to various sources such as www.medi-covergenetics.com:

An adult human body contains approximately 5 liters of blood, which contains different metals such as
iron, chromium, and zinc, as well as about 0.2 milligrams of gold!

Have you ever wondered why they call it a “vein of gold”? Now, I do get that it does not sound like
much when compared to the average human body. However, what if it were gigantic bodies and masses
thereof? Could mass graves of giants and large creatures not have created gold deposits during Noah’s
�ood as well as smaller �ood events?

Roger Spurr from Mudfossil University has been researching the biomass of the earth for years. He has
proven many of the mountains, rock formations and so forth to be (once) living beings. Among other
treasures in Roger’s collection are gigantic thumbs and toes as well as dragon scales. It was also Roger
that brought it to my attention that gold forms in the lowest part of a decaying being’s body. The
blood �ows to the lowest body parts and over time the decomposition process and chemical process
somehow forms small gold deposits. It also has to do with the transference of energy and the dramatic
changes of energy levels creates a neutron reaction strong enough to transform blood to gold. For the
details of the process please pop Roger an email but that is how I understand his explanation. If you
would compare the blood �ow in the foot and how it would connect around the ankles you
would �nd striking similarities with the ram’s horn gold on display.

And those are not the only parts of the body that can hold gold reserves according to Roger gold can be
seen in. Roger explains how tendon balls are �lled with gold. According to Roger’s research when the
tendon bags fell �at they become �lled with gold nucleophilic substitution. Here are some of the body
parts he has documented that can substitute blood with gold, including:



Tendon balls,

Faccia,

Membranes,

And the interstitial highway.



I would go even further than Roger. Have you ever considered that there are heavenly or supernatural
beings that might be �lled with gold? We all know from the preceding verses that the Prince of Tyre
gathers gold and silver in his treasuries. But what about these verses:

And the word of the Lord came to me, saying, Son of man, take up a lamentation for the prince of Tyre,
and say to him, Thus saith the Lord God; Thou art a seal of resemblance, and crown of beauty.
Thou wast in the delight of the paradise of God; thou hast bound upon thee every precious
stone, the sardius, and topaz, and emerald, and carbuncle, and sapphire, and jasper, and
silver, and gold, and ligure, and agate, and amethyst, and chrysolite, and beryl, and onyx:

and thou hast filled thy treasures and thy stores in thee with gold.
Ezekiel 28:4-13 (LXX)

We see that the precious stones are bound UPON him. The phrase “and thou hast filled thy
treasures and thy stores in thee with gold” makes it sound if the being mentioned here was able to
store gold withIN himself. I could be reading this wrong. What if he was not the only one that could
treasure gold withIN. With what we have uncovered so far I would not put it beyond our scope that
some entities had stores of gold within themselves. Now it could obviously also mean within the Tyre
region but how does that reconcile with the breastplate imagery that is UPON him?

That would sure explain a lot of the gold discoveries post Noah’s �ood and the rest of the biblical
timeline. How about the Gold Rushes of the 1800’s?

The Gold Rushes

I wanted to title this section “The Age of Greed” but I think the gold rushes will be able to encapsulate
what I was going for in this section. In the Clementine Homilies we do see a slightly di�erent version



of the temptations of Yahusha in the desert with HaSatan. Here we see HaSatan claim dominion over
gold and silver as well:

For once the king of the present time (HaSatan) came to our King of righteousness, using no violence, for
this was not in his power, but inducing and persuading, because the being persuaded lies in the power of

every one. Approaching Him, therefore, as being king of things present, he said to the King of things future,
'All the kingdoms of the present world are subject to me; also the gold and the silver and all

the luxury of this world are under my power…
Clementine Homily 8:21

HaSatan claims, along with the kingdoms, silver and gold have been given over him. If you are reading
this you are probably onboard with the release of HaSatan happening somewhere between 1500 and
1800. When HaSatan is released and it causes a mud �ood and death on the surface of the earth would
those individuals not be decaying in the earth? A miniature Noah’s �ood if you will all over again with
all the energy of the soil with the mixture of blood and limbs. So when did the gold rushes happen?
Take a look below.

Oddly they occurred, for most part, during the same century. According to realclearhistory.com Gold
rushes have been documented as far back as ancient Rome, however most of the major gold rushes
occurred during the modern era, which runs roughly from 1500 AD to the present. That
brings us right into the timeframe of the ending of the MK (Millennial Kingdom) and leading up to
the release of HaSatan. Before I get ahead of myself here is a summary of the major gold rushes during
that period:

Gold Rush Destination Timeframe

Brazilian Gold Rush Minas Gerais, Brazil 1690s - late 19th century

Victoria Gold Rush Victoria, Australia 1851-1869

Nome Gold Rush Nome, Alaska 1899-1909

Tierra del Fuego Gold Rush Tierra del Fuego, Chile 1883-1906

https://www.realclearhistory.com/articles/2018/07/12/10_gold_rushes_you_should_know_about_335.html#:~:text=Witwatersrand%20Gold%20Rush%20(1886)%2C,in%20world%20history%20took%20place.


Siberia Gold Rush Siberia, Russian Empire 1820-1830

Klondike Gold Rush Yukon, Canada 1896-1899

Witwatersrand Gold Rush Transvaal, South Africa 1886-1902

Otago Gold Rush Otago Hills, New Zealand 1861-1864

Western Australia Gold Rushes Western Australia 1885-1893

California Gold Rush California, United States of
America

1848-1855

Fraser River Gold Rush Canada 1858-1860

Pike’s Peak Gold Rush Colorado, United States of
America

1858-1861

The most popular one is the California Gold Rush. The largest gold deposit though was found in
Mzansi or South Africa (for the non-South African readers). This is about 100 years after the French
Revolution (1789-1799) which I think is a great contender for the inauguration ceremony of HaSatan.
There is something quite odd about the timeframe, wouldn’t you say? The earliest happens in
Brazil. Which is about a century before the rest, but still. That one is the exception. The rest spans
across the same century. Why the 1800’s? There were no massive technological advances. It seems like
they were still using very similar tools and techniques than 3 or perhaps even 4 centuries earlier. Why
now? How does science or archaeology or history explain the amount of gold rushes (virtually)
within the same century? It does not, because I think the answer is rather in scripture.

When the thousand years are completed, Satan will be released from his prison, and will come
out to deceive the nations which are in the four corners of the earth, Gog andMagog, to gather them

together for the war; the number of them is like the sand of the seashore. And they came up on the
broad plain of the earth and surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city, and fire came down

from heaven and devoured them.
Revelation 20:7-9

The gold rushes also happen to be after the Nuremberg cosmic event. I am thinking that the lust for
gold and the pursuit of the rebellion leader could have marked the end of the Millennial Kingdom. We



will see how that spirit of gold lust was released in France and spread throughout the entire plain of the
earth.

The first traceable catalogue of earthquakes published in Britain is that of Fleming (1580). On 6 April
1580 a large earth-quake occurred with epicentre in the Dover Straits, which caused considerable
damage in England, France and the Low Countries, and a few deaths (Neilson et al., 1984a;

Melville etal., 1996). It was strongly felt in London, where two children were killed by falling stones. Such
was the impact of the event in the English capital, that a number of pamphlets were rushed to the
press, describing the earthquake, and generally exhorting people to reform their ways, given

this warning of God’s displeasure (Ockenden, 1936).
A critical history of British earthquakes by Roger M.W. Musson

Remember the importance of earthquakes to expose gold deposits?
I am 100% sure the event of HaSatan coming up from the abyss
should shake’n up something close to a 10 on the Richter’s scale.
Keep in mind it was not developed until 1935. Before the Richter’s
scale seismic assessments were categorized using various seismic
intensity scales, such as the Rossi-Forel scale or later the Mercalli
intensity scale. In my opinion this was a means to hide seismic
events from before the 1900’s. If you were to ask the intel-net it
would only point out the ones from the 1900’s. Give it a test. You
will have to dig deeper to �nd the true historical accounts that
match up with the events of the Bible.

You can read about it, see it portrayed in movies, or be told about it,
but there is nothing like seeing it in person when gold fever takes over

an entire personality.
It's a kind of consummate greed which changes a veteran outdoorsman to a wild-eyed,

scheming, secretive, intense introvert who could lead himself and others to destruction and
death through his greed. I have seen it.

Tiahuanaco was found by Pizarro and his band of plunderers in the 1520's.The gold fever had
evidently taken over his entire expedition of 13 to 16 men, for they proceeded to vandalize
almost everything in sight. They smashed thousands of statues searching for gold. There were huge

silver bolts of up to several tons each, passing through massive stone monoliths. You guessed it: they broke up
the monoliths in order to obtain the silver bolts.



The Adam And Eve Story: The History Of Cataclysms by Chan Thomas

Gold fever is a thing. It does make people go bonkers. It might be the spirit of greed or Mammon if you
will that drives it. Even the writer of the of the Book of the Son of Fire knew that:

Nevertheless, it is true also that we may keep the Truth, as we find it, secured to ourselves. If a man seek for
unwrought gold and find it, he has not made it, yet it is still his. Is it not also written, ‘Gold is the treasure

of a lifetime, butTruth is the treasure of eternity.Gold can nourish the body, but it may
poison the soul’.

Kolbrin: Book on the Son of Fire 13

Now contrast Thomas’ account with what the scripture has to say:

And now, hearken to me, my children, And walk in singleness of your heart, For I have seen in it all that
is well-pleasing to the Lord.The single-(minded) man coveteth not gold, He overreacheth not his
neighbour, He longeth not after manifold dainties, He delighteth not in varied apparel.

The Testament of Issachar 4:1-2

My (Wisdom’s) fruit is better than gold, even fine gold,
and my yield than choice silver.

Proverbs 8:19 (ESV)

Whoever is greedy for unjust gain troubles his own household,
but he who hates bribes will live.

Proverbs 15:27 (ESV)

The righteousness of the upright will deliver them,
But the treacherous will be caught by their own greed.

Proverb 11:6 (NASB1995)

It would now probably be a good time to talk about Mammon and what the Bible has to say on the
subject.

Mammon

https://archive.org/search.php?query=creator%3A%22Chan+Thomas%22


I think it is vital before we descend further down the mine shaft to be aware of the Spirit of Mammon.
This is some that the Ruach will now prompt you to become aware of. If there is a driveness and
authority given to money that is exceeding the purpose Yah has placed it there for it should be
prayerfully considered and repented of. Did Yah place �at currency here in the �rst place? I don't
think so. Yah created gold and silver that might be something you would want to add to your �nancial
portfolio - Yah’s money.

The verse that comes to mind should be

”No one is able to serve two masters, for either he shall hate the one and love the other, or else he shall
cleave to the one and despise the other. You are not able to serve Elohim and mammon. “Because of
this I say to you, do not worry about your life, what you shall eat or drink, or about your body, what you

shall put on. Is not life more than the food and the body more than the clothing?“
Matthew 6:24-25 (TS2009)

Elohim is an entity and therefore it is not a stretch to accredit Mammon as an entity. There is also
another interpretation for Mammon that we will tackle in a moment. Clements say it like this:

What then must we do that we may attain unto it?—Wemust order our conversation holily and
righteously, and look upon all the things of this world as none of ours, and not desire them. For, if we

desire to possess them we fall from the way of righteousness.
For thus saith the Lord, No servant can serve two masters. If therefore we shall desire to serve God
and Mammon it will be without profit to us. For what will it profit, if one gain the whole

world, and lose his own soul?
2 Clement 3:4-5

The Book of the Natsarim gives a di�erent take on the expression altogether:

“Hoard no earthly treasures which can be destroyed by moths and decay, or may be stolen by thieves. It
is far better to establish a storehouse in the Heavens, for there you can accumulate treasures beyond reach of

these things.A man’s heart is never far from the place where he establishes his credit.”
“Providing you view everything optimistically, maintaining a cheerful and confident outlook, you will
radiate assurance. If you do not, you will shed despondency and gloom wherever you go.No man has

ever succeeded in serving two masters, for his loyalties must lie with one or the other.Neither can a
man have two prime objectives; he must aim for an earthly goal or a spiritual one.”

The Book of the Natsarim (TBON) 9:47-48



TBON contrasts earthly pursuits with spiritual ones. I am not sure if I am in 100% agreement
although I do see the point the writer is trying to bring home. We can be consumed by our earthly
pursuit at the cost of our spiritual and eternal wellbeing. Yahusha does give similar warings throughout
the gospel accounts.

Other, more secular accounts describe Mammon as one of the seven evil Princes. According to
gods-and-demons.fandom.com:

Mammon, also known asMamyun and Prince of Greed, is one of the Seven Princes of, being the
Demon who personifies and represents greed, as well as avarice, wealth, abundance, prosperity,

wealth and injustice, sometimes interpreted as a deity.

Fandom.com goes on to explain:

Mammon is able to turn human beings into gold statues with a glance or touch as a second ability
if a being who touches the petrified one petrifies into a gold statue instantly.

Mammon is capable of firing a blast of energy from his hands and mouth that can make a
human or sorcerer and witch a statue of gold or make it completely diamond or platinum by

killing the opponent.

Though I do not place much weight on this explanation it does tie into the fallen angels-energy theory
that we discussed earlier. They could possibly have wielded some turning-people-into-gold-powers.
That made me wonder if fallen entities can themselves manifest as gold? Here is something interesting
for you. We �nd HaSatan joining the party when Aharon casts the golden calf. Well in the Targum is
seems as though it just pops out of the �re:

And I (Aharon) said to them,Whoever hath gold, let him deliver and give it to me; and I cast it into the
fire, and Satana entered into it, and there came out of it the similitude of this calf! AndMosheh saw
that the people were naked; for they had been stripped by the hand of Aharon of the holy crown
which was upon their head, inscribed and beautified with the great and glorious Name; and
that their evil report would go forth among the nations of the earth, and they would get to

them an evil name unto their generations.
Exodus 32:24-25 (Jonathan Targum)

https://gods-and-demons.fandom.com/wiki/Seven_Princes_of_Hell


HaSatan and probably his goonies are able to enter gold. Let that sink in. I wonder if that is the reason
it needed to be re�ned through �re. Even today some of the most popular pieces of jewelry if you were
to go on a jewish site would be the Hamsa (open hand featuring an all-seeing eye in the center) and the
Star of David (two overlaid equilateral triangles that form a six-pointed star).

And Azâzêl taught men to make swords, and knives, and shields, and breastplates, and made known to
them the metals 〈of the earth〉 and the art of working them, and bracelets, and ornaments,

and the use of antimony, and the beautifying of the eyelids, and all kinds of costly stones, and all colouring
tinctures.
Enoch 8:1

Kabbalistic (Jewish mystical) teachings dig the Star of David and Hamsa. Both have obvious occult
roots yet they claim the symbols possess protective powers that could repel spirits and demons - a 100%
inverted reality. I wonder who was dishing out some free jewelry artisan classes back in the day? Seems
like Azazel was at it. Furthermore with �nd a Lilith/goddess connection to amulets in Legends of the
Jews (LOTJ):

Lilith flew away from Adam, and vanished in the air. Adam complained before God that the wife He
had given him had deserted him, and God sent forth three angels to capture her. They found her in the
Red Sea, and they sought to make her go back with the threat that, unless she went, she would lose a
hundred of her demon children daily by death. But Lilith preferred this punishment to living with

Adam. She takes her revenge by injuring babes--baby boys during the first night of their life, while baby
girls are exposed to her wicked designs until they are twenty. days old The only way to ward off the evil is to
attach an amulet bearing the names of her three angel captors to the children, for such had

been the agreement between them.
Legends of the Jews Volume 1 Chapter 2

To make it even worse, according to the Exodus Targum, it seems like the golden crowns of the
people (the royal and holy priesthood) were stripped for calf-making purposes. Talk about
throwing your authority into the water or �re in this case and spoiling a perfect good relationship with
Yah. It is an evident and applicable warning for us still today, just like Adam and Havah.

Except for Mammon being an entity, mammon can also refer to a dishonest means of gaining wealth.
For instance:



But thou shouldst elect from all the people men of ability who fear the Lord, upright men who hate to
receive the mammon of dishonesty, and superappoint them to be heads of thousands, of hundreds, of

fifties, and of tens.
Exodus 18:21 (Targum Jonathan)

And Jehuda said to his brethren,What profit ofmammon
should we have if we killed our brother, and covered his blood?

Genesis 37:26 (Targum Jonathan)

Blessed is the man that hath been found perfect; And that hath not gone aside after mammon.
Sirach 31:8

If I read these three passages correctly, it seems to be that Mammon is the wealth that is gained through
dishonest means. Often preceded by innocent blood shed. Is that what Yahusha meant? And is that
how thé entity of Mammon is worshiped or embodied? I cannot say for certain.

Trusting in wealth makes us servants of wealth. We as His people need to be trusting in Yah. Yes, we do
need money to get by. Your landlord will probably not accept “I am trusting in Yah” as a good
explanation if you cannot pay your rent come month end. I get that. However, when our possessions
possess you it is a problem. I am also starting to think it is probably one of the reasons Yahusha didn’t
have a house. He would probably have to be doing maintenance over weekends and that would not
have gelled well with his ministry.

Either way, if you consider Mammon as an entity or a dishonest means of gaining wealth, there is a
great test. If gold was placed here by Elohim or if it was the power of fallen elohim like Mammon that
turned things to gold or just the decaying remains of previous civilizations, I am convinced the gold
rushes were a test. Likewise we see a similar scenario with manna in the wilderness to test Yashar’El.
After the end of the MK and the mud�oods gold resurfaced around the world more or less at
the same time. Humanity stood before a test of sel�shness and greed vs. sel�essness and generosity. A
sticky test indeed that was failed by most. A test wherein most of the resources were �ltered to the most
greedy of global controllers.

Automatons and the Image of the Beast



Historically speaking, there can be a solid case made for the demonic possession of gold
automatons. Automatons were to be found in the temples of Ancient Greece. We can also �nd
accounts in India written in Sanskrit about these automations. Most of it was used to worship or serve
paga elohim. Greek or other pagan temples, either way there are probably plenty of demons to work
with running around in the pagan temples. Historically, there are three golden automatons that
come to mind:

● The Golden Maidens of Hephaestus

Hephaestus crafted beautiful golden maidens to act as his own attendants. Hephaestus produced
golden walking statues which resembled young living women to serve him. They had their own
voices, strength and helped him to walk.
 

"[Hephaestus left his bellows] took up a heavy stick in his hand, and went to the doorway limping. And in
support of their master moved his attendants.These are golden, and in appearance like living

young women. There is intelligence in their hearts, and there is speech in them and strength,
and from the immortal gods they have learned how to do things. These stirred nimbly in

support of their master."
Homer, Iliad

Very similar to the current AI developments, Hephaestus’s golden maidens were not just beautiful, but
had their own form of intelligence. It allowed them to speak and also to develop new skills.

Similar to the created golden maiden he made the Celedones. The Celedones were animated, golden
statues that could sing. They became known as the magical singers standing at the Temple of the



God Apollo at Delphi. The singing automatons would be in the shape of either beautiful women,
wryneck birds, or a combination of the two.

● The Golden (and Silver) Guard Dogs of Alcinous

King Alcinous was a king of Greek mythology. Alcinous was also owner of two automatons in the
form of watchdogs. These two dogs, one made of gold, and the other of silver, were to be found
at the front door of King Alcinous’ palace, and were said to be able to prevent unwanted guests from
entering the palace. Homer’s Odyssey, it describes:

Golden doors closed the palace in [the palace of Alkinous], and silver posts rose above the threshold; the
lintel was of silver, the door-handle was of gold. Each side of the door were gold and silver watch

dogs, deathless forever and did not age.

● The Golden Tripods of Mount Olympus

Hephaestus again crafted the Golden Tripods of Mount Olympus. Homer would tell of 20 golden
tripods on wheels, which were put to use during the banquets of the gods, for these tripods assisted
Hebe and Ganymede in the distribution of food and drink, fetching and carrying under their own
steam. If you know Ganymede’s connection to the release of HaSatan and the French Revolution you
might know where this is going. If you don’t you can read it in my Passover and the Unicorn paper.
Back to the golden tripods. In Iliad, Homer writes the following:

"[Hephaestus] was sweating as he turned here and there to his bellows busily, since he was working on
twenty tripods which were to stand against the wall of his strong-founded dwelling.And he had set

golden wheels underneath the base of each one so that of their own motion they could wheel
into the immortal gathering, and return to his house: a wonder to look at. These were so far

finished, but the elaborate ear handles were not yet on. He was forging these, and beating the chains out."

Way before Musk’s Teslas and other AI jazz Hepheastus had it �gured out. That is what you call room
service of the Olympian gods. These wheeled tripods would wheel themselves in and out of the dining
halls of the gods as they were required.

https://theunexpectedcosmology.com/passover-the-unicorn-and-sheol-exodus/


Hephaestus was said to have built the gigantic bronze man, Talos. It was this image that made me think
of the image of the beast that was given life in Revelation.

And he deceives those who dwell on the earth because of the signs which it was given him to perform in the
presence of the beast, telling those who dwell on the earth to make an image to the beast who had the wound
of the sword and has come to life.And it was given to him to give breath to the image of the beast,

so that the image of the beast would even speak and cause as many as do not worship the
image of the beast to be killed.

Revelation 13:14-15 (NASB1995)

Can you remember the amount of gold tallied at one point with Solomon’s riches? In �rst Kings 10 it
says:

And the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was six hundred and sixty-six
talents of gold.

Triple six. The mark of the beast or his number if you will. Is it not profound that it all connects back
to gold again? Nero had his own image erected that
was possibly animated as Revelation 13 says. We
know that the “tech” of demonic possession existed
back then and Revelations 13 was possibly a 1st
century reality for believers. This is where the gold
magic comes in. Remember what Simon Magus
mentioned in this conversation with Peter
according to the Clementine Homilies:

I can give the breath of life to images so that
those who see them shall think that they are

human beings.

I really do think there is a connection there. Maybe
you feel I have not provided su�cient evidence for
the demonic possession of gold or precious stones but I will soon enough. By saying this I am not
saying all gold and all precious metals are under demonic possession. Here is something for your
consideration.



Kundalini Spirit: Holy Spirit Counterfeit

Just like we have the feminine divine in the Ruach HaKodesh, a.k.a Wisdom, there is a counterpart in
the camp of the Enemy. Fortuna is as good a candidate as any if I had to pin a name to her. Some, in
recent times, have come to know her by her Hindu name, Kundalini. Among other manifestations
including serpent-like manifestations, the same churches have reported jewels and gold dust
manifestations. The Kundalini spirit has manifested gold and jewels in many churches. It is di�cult for
me to say that it would be true in all cases but I have some evidence to prove the working of a false
Holy Spirit or Kundalini in many of these churches. With what we currently know it seems like one of
the fallen ones have been granted access to those churches. Here are some pictures from Cobus van
Rensburg, the glory cloud at Bethel and precious stones manifesting in a church in Puerto Rico.



This is how alchemy works in my current understanding, there is a spiritual element or energy needed
in some capacity to release the manifestation. Look at the account of the Clementine Homilies how the
Genesis 6 incursion happened:

For of the spirits who inhabit the heaven, the angels who dwell in the lowest region, being grieved at the
ingratitude of men to God, asked that they might come into the life of men, that, really becoming men, by
more intercourse they might convict those who had acted ungratefully towards Him, and might subject
every one to adequate punishment.When, therefore, their petition was granted, they metamorphosed
themselves into every nature; for, being of a more godlike substance, they are able easily to assume any
form. So they became precious stones, and goodly pearl, and the most beauteous purple, and
choice gold, and all matter that is held in most esteem. And they fell into the hands of some, and into the

bosoms of others, and suffered themselves to be stolen by them…
Clementine Homily 8:12



There you have it. Fallen entities do manifest as precious materials, like gold and other precious
stones. A very appropriate counterfeit for the stones on the High Priest’s breastplate indeed. So
imagine what HaSatan and the summoning of his legions would have looked like? Except for them
�oating in the lowest heaven causing distress and nothing but trouble, is there a possibility that
they would have manifested as gold and precious stones post the release of HaSatan?

Would you look at the striking resemblance between Lawrence’s painting and the statue of liberty. Tell
me it is not the same person. If you are calling it Mithras, Apollo, Helios or HaSatan you know this
dude is bad news. Of course Lawerence’s painting is titled “Satan Summoning His Legions,” if that was
not was not already evident. There is the French connection again to the celebration of the release of
HaSatan.



In Domenico di Michelino’s 1465 fresco he illustrates Dante displaying a written copy of something,
towards MK-looking architecture. Maybe he is pointing to the verse that we have come to know as
Revelation 20 pertaining to HaSatan’s little season. Many would say it is rather a copy of Dante's
Divine Comedy. ‘Dante’ is a Latin name that means everlasting. There is probably more to be said on
Dante’s Divine Comedy. Florence is the city in the picture. To me it marks ground zero for the
release of HaSatan and the fall of the Millennial Kingdom. Unlike the purgatory explanation, for
the events happening on the left hand side, it rather seems like the subterranean entities are being
released on the surface of the earth. The crust of the earth seems to have torn open - earthquakes again.

I am convinced with the amount of artwork, the cult of reason, goddess worship, festivals of
the supreme being and the revolution, the release of Satan and possibly his legions were
celebrated in France around the end of 1700’s.We already covered the importance of earthquakes
to shake the crust of the earth and expose or loosen gold deposits. I wonder if the release of Satan
from the abyss could have led to not only multiple earthquakes but also the gold rushes we see
mainly throughout the 1800’s. Except for that, could some entities have manifested as gold and



precious stones as the Clementine Homilies explain? Along with possible release of HaSatan we
can also witness a demonic release of other entities. There are a number of paintings portraying evil
spiritual activity in an extravagant way. Especially pertaining to Fortuna.

Fortuna & The Release of HaSatan

Plenty of work has been done on The release of Satan
in regards to timing and location and so forth. Just like
we have Wisdom as the Feminine Divine, HaSatan has
a partner in crime, whether you call her Lilith or
Jezebel or the woman riding the beast, today we will
look at Fortuna. If we have time I also get into
Lady ‘Liberty’. It could possibly be the same entity,
however this is an entirely wider scope investigation.
We can �nd many di�erent depictions of Fortuna. Do
you remember the important part the sun plays in
alchemy? Or perhaps you recall the pictures of the
alchemical illustrations of the lion swallowing the sun.
Remember as per the explanation the sun, moon and
stars are all di�erent spirits or ruachot. Well, in many
depictions we see Fortuna wearing a sun bracelet or a
sun-like accessory. Which I have a hunch indicates,
supernatural intervention via the works of
HaSatan. The goddess, Furtuna, is supposed to
embody fortune and prosperity and so forth. Of
course this is false fortune and false prosperity not the
kind that Yah promises for instance here:

“But you shall remember יהוה your Elohim, for it is He
who gives you power to get wealth, in order to

establish His covenant which He swore to your fathers, as it is today.
Deuteronomy 8:18 (TS2009)



In this speci�c statute of the goddess, Fortuna, we see a kingdom crown on her head. It is probably to
indicate that the Kingdom structures, at least some have been usurped by her or someone she is
acquainted with. The crown on her head is complete with walls and gates. First time I have seen one of
those crowns. It is not a coincidence in my opinion. We also see that she is covered in a type of gold
dust. Especially on her hair like the Kundalini manifestations we have seen in previous pictures.

In classic Masonic style, she is blindfolded. This may possibly be an
indication of those that are repossessing the kingdom structures in
our part of the realm. The Masonic-link is a strong one when it
comes to the parties involved in celebrating the release of HaSatan
and covering up the Millennial Kingdom. Who is truly blind
though? Scripture has much to say on blindness, especially the
spiritual kind of blindness. If you cannot see spiritually, now would
be a good time to ask the Most High to apply some eye salve to
open up your eyes.

Jesus answered and said to him, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one
is born again he cannot see the kingdom of God.”

John 3:3

…to open their (Yahudim’s) eyes so that they may turn from darkness to light and from the
dominion of Satan to God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins and an inheritance among those

who have been sanctified by faith inMe.’
Acts 26:18 (NASB1995)

All I can say is my Yah give you and me eyes to see and ears to hear. We cannot a�ord to be lost in
spiritual blindness not to mention allowing the Masonic Brothers to
blindfold us.

Most ladies would prefer the standard handback, but Fortuna is rocking
a di�erent number. The woven spiral-like bag with money or sometimes
wheat peeling out should be familiar to you if you have been looking
into Mandela E�ects. Many have argued if it was or wasn’t in the Fruit of
the Loom logo. According to the online dictionary the cornucopia is:



A symbol of prosperity and wealth consisting of a goat's horn overflowing with flowers, fruit, and
corn. The cornucopia, or horn of plenty, is still used today in imagery of abundance and good fortune.

It seems like most English dictionaries have it as a hollowed out goat’s horn and not the wicker
basket as we see in most pictures. Which makes it very intriguing on an esoteric level. It could indicate
wealth obtained through the power (horn) of HaSatan (the goat). That would make it a
mammon-connection in my view.

Probably the most iconic prop that Fortuna or Lady
Luck always carries around or has close by is the
classic wheel of fortune. Depending on where you
are on the wheel, the position on the wheel
determines your fate or fortune. If you stand on top
of the wheel, life is great. If you are at the bottom
you are hanging on for dear life. Lame. Now, the
wheel of fortune is the origin of the golden
wheel and later adopted into palm reading and
fortune telling. This circles us back to the

Hamsa, an open hand featuring an all-seeing eye in the
center. Remember, the Hamsa is one of the most prominent
and ubiquitous pieces of Jewish jewelry. There is our gold
connection back to the supernatural alchemical source or a
picture of it at least. The hamsa was believed to keep away evil
spirits or negative energy but in my opinion it does exactly the
opposite.

I know many used to love watching win-n-spin or the lottery
draw. I never quite got swept up into the vibe. If you as a
believer still partake at Fortuna’s table by means of the lottery,

bets, slot machines or any similar form of gambling it would be
my biblical duty to reprimand you as a believer and repent of
such behavior. Lady Luck is not on our side, she belongs in the
camp of the Enemy. We trust in Yah bro, not the lotto
numbers.



On the right is an illustration from Le vingtième
siècle: la vie électrique by Albert Robida (1893).
Robida’s work is in a post-MK and post-mud�ood
period if you were to ask me. As you can probably
tell by the title of the work, Robida was French and
the work was on the electrical advances within that
age. It did not hold back on depicting the downside
of the industrial revolution. Lost history, lost
culture, lost values, losing true wealth and so much
more. How Fortuna will provide for the poor man to
only barely make it.

In the picture on the right you can see in the
background there is a silhouette of some large
factories indicating the onset of the industrial
revolution. In the circle or perhaps full moon is the
old pristine countryside that has now been reduced
to only a vague memory. Fortuna’s cornucopia is
�ipped upside down and all the wealth has been
lost. Fortuna is still looking high and mighty �oating on her wheel of fortune and I see she has a new
hairstyle. A man is reaching deep into the cornucopia trying to �nd something to feed his family while
being attacked with pitchforks. There seems to have been a lot of spiritual activities at play during the
French Revolution. Most sources will tell you it happened during the 1760’s. Right on time and in
sync with the French Revolution and the possible release of HaSatan. It seems as though the industrial
and French revolution paired with the release of HaSatan was carefully timed to push good men to any
point of desperation to either trust Fortuna or revert to ill begotten gains. Both will play into the
hands of Mammon or HaSatan. Unfortunately we do not see plenty of artwork of people trusting in
Yah or Yahusha in this period.

Did Fortuna or the spirit of fortune if you will, release gold deposits upon the earth post
HaSatan’s release? Most likely there is a connection. We see the resurgence of the evil eye or
Hamsa symbol along with the wheel of fortune or fortune telling. We also see overemphasis on goddess
worship or HaSatan’s feminine counterpart. There seems to be many Venuses but in this case it is
Fortuna. Liberty is another important one for another article. She is opposed to the true feminine
Ruach ha Kodesh. Fortuna has been active and leading many to death via the avenue of their own
�eshly desires.



“I have spread my bed with coverings, coloured linens of Mitsrayim.
“I have sprinkled my bed withmyrrh, aloes, and cinnamon.

“Come, let us take our fill of carnal-love until morning; Let us delight ourselves with love.
“For my husband is not at home; He has gone on a long journey;

“He took a bag of silver with him; He comes home on the day of the covering.”
With her many words she leads him astray,With her smooth lips she seduces him.

He goes after her immediately, Like an ox he goes to the slaughter, And as in chains, a fool to the
punishment, Till an arrow strikes through his liver; Like a bird rushing into a snare,And did not

know it would take his life.
Proverbs 8:16-23(TS2009)

Mary Magdalene’s Money Pouch

There is much to be said about the goddess worship in France. To really fully grasp what was going
down in France in what we know as the 1700’s we will need to set the spiritual tone and lay the proper
foundation. According to ancient French and Christian
legends alike, Mary Magdalene landed in France around 42
CE. More speci�cally she and her entourage, including the
once dead Lazarus, landed in the South of France,
Camargue.

Many of the French Gothic cathedrals, including Notre
Dame, were dedicated to Mary Magdalene until the
1200’s. This would place it right inside MK timeframe. The
symbology and esoteric teachings hidden within these
magni�cent structures are intriguing. Furthermore the term
“Notre Dame” means “Our Lady” in French. The Catholic
Church associates it with Mother Mary, although some
writers instead have suggested that it originally referred to
Mary Magdalene. Inside Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris,
there’s a statue of Saint Joan of Arc placed there by
surviving 15th-century Templars. If those were the last remaining faithful to Yahusha during the MK
doing a last round and dropping a statue o� a Mary’s house I don’t know. This statue features a key



symbol linking Joan to Mary Magdalene.Could this possibly Mary dressed in battle array? She gives
me the Revelation-14- and-144 000 virgins-vibes if you are asking me.

There is also the sling bag hanging from Joan’s left thigh. Apparently the pouch hanging from her belt
mirrors the iconographic “money pouch” traditionally depicted on Mary Magdalene’s belt. I will have
to dig deeper as I could not �nd much aside from your standard Templar material. If that is the case
there is your gold/money/wealth connection but I think this time it is connected to the true Holy
Spirit and enables us to obtain true spiritual wealth and wellbeing.

How much better it is to get wisdom than gold! And to get understanding is preferable to
silver. The highway of the straight is to turn away from evil;

He who guards his life watches over His way.
Proverbs 16:16 (TS2009)

If ever there were to be an onslaught on the feminine divine this was the place. France, unfortunately,
became renowned for their cults and especially goddess worship during the 1700’s. Do you see what
the enemy does? Yah sets a pendulum in perfect motion and then the Enemy comes o�set it in either
one direction or the other.

Conclusion and Cautionary Tale

Le vingtième siècle: la vie électrique by Albert
Robida (1893) is such a great book to page
through and I would highly recommend it to any
truth seeker that is trying to make heads or tails of
the point in His-story we are at. Below once
again there is an antagonist-looking industrial
revolution machine holding a lightbulb on a
stick. In the foreground you can see the death of
the Olde World. A lady lays on top of the ruins of
the MK-architecture. Maybe it could be Wisdom,
I do not know. Or even the woman who �ees to
the wilderness in Revelation.



And she bore a male child who was to shepherd all nations with a rod of iron. And her child was caught
away to Elohim and to His throne. And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she has a place

prepared by Elohim, to be nourished there one thousand two hundred and sixty days.
Revelation 12:5-6

I can’t be entirely sure. Below her you see a guy planting some explosives - dynamite no doubt. You can
see a riderless horse in the foreground hauling away books with the words “HISTORY” and
“TRADITIONS” on the cover pages. On the right hand lower corner we see a man dismantling an
angel type �gure with the word ‘IDEAL’ above his head. What exactly the history, traditions and ideals
are that are being hauled away should de�nitely be uncovered. It is evident we are being lied to as
always about our history and that it is one massive cover up of something more ideal than what we are
currently led to believe.

With the knowledge of the gold rushes and diamond rushes could all have been orchestrated by
HaSatan. Just a reminder of teh trap that lies in gold or mooney in our case. There is entire Israelite
tribe that totally misses out on the New Jersuselm experience. Who, you might be thinking. If you go
read the account of Revelation 7 you would realize Dan is missing. Why? How could the entire tribe
just be cut o�? Here is some additional information we will need to complete the puzzle.

And these four tribes,Dan and Naphtali, Gad, and Asher, are camped in ancient Havilah
where there is gold (and they are in good places and established in the kingdom of Pharaoh, government
of Hauran, and they trust in their Creator first and God with their help. And these tribes place
their hand upon the neck of their enemies, and every year they make war with seven kingdoms and seven
lands. And the names of these lands are Thausena and Kamtav and Kovav and Triaugi and Takul and
Karmav and Kaalum (with variations in other narratives) and they are beyond the rivers of Kush.And
these four tribes, they have gold and silver and precious stones, many sheep and cattle and
camels and donkeys, and they sow and reap and dwell in tents. And whenever they wish they

journey and camp with their tents from border to border a journey of two days upon two days, and in the
place where they encamp there is no place that a foot may enter and they encamp only in fields and

vineyards).
The Book of Eldad HaDani 2:15

These four tribes were blessed by the Most High to have an abundance of gold and silver and precious
stones, many sheep and cattle and camels and donkeys. But back to why was Dan excluded from NJ?



Just like me you have also heard many unsatisfactory explanations to this mystery. Here follows the best
explanation and a cautionary tale for some:

And all nations shall gather together in the heart of the earth to make war with the LORD, even the
almighty king of heaven and earth.Woe, woe, woe unto the chief princes of the earth, even unto

the seed of Dan, who has made gold their god and a lie their refuge:
Who have said among themselves: the LORD is no god wherein we should fear him, for by our mighty

power have we become gods ourselves and have spread abroad ourselves over all the
earth. Yet shall they be judged and cut off from among the sons of Jacob.

Thus says the LORD: The wicked plot in vain. And they shall drink from the cup of vanity which they
have grasped: for the LORD himself shall utterly destroy them all by the brightness of his terrible

presence.
Book of the Two Pearls 5:7-9

Ouch! Dan is counted among the kings of the earth and receives a similar judgment. Even though Dan
was greatly situated for gold extraction and had plenty to work with it seems that many of the
inhabitants became greedy. Making gold their god and trusting in a lie. I wonder if they were practicing
alchemy. If they were, is there any evidence of where they could obtain the knowledge from? Except for
the fallen ones the Legends of the Jews (LOTJ) o�ers an alternative explanation:

The Danites admitted, they had taught their children out of the books of the Amorites,
which they had hidden then under Mount Abarim, where Kenaz actually found them. The
Naphtalites confessed to the same transgression, only they had concealed the books in the tent of Elah, and
there they were found by Kenaz. The Gadites acknowledged having led an immoral life, and the sinners
of Asher, that they had found, and had hidden underMount Shechem, the seven golden idols called by
the Amorites the holy nymphs the same seven idols which had been made in a miraculous way after the
deluge by the seven sinners, Canaan, Put, Shelah, Nimrod, Elath, Diul, and Shuah.They were of

precious stones from Havilah, which radiated light, making night bright as day.
Legends of the Jews Volume 4.2.5

Could they have obtained alchemical foreknowledge and put it to use when they became greedy? This
seems to indicate post HaSatan’s release. Dan is included among the kings of the earth, if you have
ever wondered why Dan does not make it to New Jerusalem. They deem themselves to be gods and
have made gold (or wealth) their refuge. Along with all their identity it seems like Dan loses all sense of
reason and cannot distinguish between good and evil to a point of total abandonment to worldliness.
If we would pair this up with the account of Dan using the books of the Amorites I do think we are in



the alchemical mystery zone. If that is the case, it was enough for Yah to exclude them from New
Jerusalem.


